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The Why, The What, and The How

» What will it provide for you?

▶ This comes up with every couple and individual I coach
▶ It is the solution to a lot of problems
▶ Nobody else teaches you these essential relationship skills

1. The Why - Why is this important?

› A structure for getting what you need in your relationship without making anyone 
   feel badly
› A quick way to resolve ongoing problems in your relationship without fighting
› A life-changing and simple way of communicating with your spouse

» What are the musts of Agreement Formation?

▶ It's like business transactions where both parties agree on an outcome and terms to 
    achieve that outcome
▶ Creates a win-win dynamic
▶ Imparts the power of negotiation

› You both must to want to do it
› You both must to schedule the time to do it
› You both must show up in a good state to do it

2.The What - What is Agreement Formation in a marriage?
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» #1 Clarify what you want

› Work through your stories
› Detach from the story the meanings from what is not being provided
› Decide what the desired outcome, feeling, and end result is to create 
   a win-win for both of you
› Formulate your Ask and ask for it. Take ownership of it rather than blame.

1. Be specific
2. Be clear
3. Be concise

3. The How  - The Agreement Formation Formula

» #2 Discuss the result of you getting this Ask

› What will it mean and feel to you?
› What will it provide for you?
› What will it provide for your beloved?
› Discuss the consequences of not receiving the Ask.

1. How will it leave you feeling and behaving?
2. What will be the impact of that behaviour on your beloved?
3. How will your relationship be affected if you don’t get your ask?

» #3 The negotiation: what does your partner need in order for you to get 
         your Ask?

› Why is this step crucial?

› Keep going back and forth until you have negotiated what you both need to 
   achieve the Ask.

1. Game changer - nobody ever asks this
2. It is the piece that gets them on board
3. Done correctly it will ensure you get your Ask

› What if they say they can’t deliver the ask without ****?

1. This is great news - you have a factual reason why you haven’t had your 
    needs met  
2. You can really start an honest non-judgemental conversation
3. You are more likely to get your needs met
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» #4  How often are you supposed to do this?

› Minimum is once a week
› You have to discuss how often you want to have your love meetings
› You must come prepared

» #5  What should you be asking for?

› Do the deep work to be clear on what you want
› Understand the difference a want (can live without it) and a need (can’t live 
   without it)
› If it frustrates the hell out of you, it’s a need

» #6  Don't forget to celebrate!! Why?

› Because it feels amazing
› That wonderful feeling rewires your memory to remember it - like your
   wedding or honeymoon
› This strong, positive association makes it more likely you’ll do it again
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